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Abstract

tic modeling. Additionally, there might be some discrepancies
between the transcribed corpora and original LID corpus, such
as background noise, channel mismatch, speech format mismatch, etc. Actually, phonetic-aware DNN based i-Vector as
well as traditional BNF extraction, which benefits system performance dramatically, utilizes the additional transcribed corpus for phonetic alignment and acoustic modeling. Without
additional transcribed data, could acoustic modeling with deep
learning still benefit on LID/DID?
In our study, an unsupervised BNF is proposed for
LID/DID without additional transcribed corpus. Similar to traditional BNFs, a DNN based phonetic level recognition system
is trained with concatenated acoustic input features. Instead of
performing an English senone alignment, a universal phonetic
alignment is estimated based on the UBM posterior probabilities. Therefore, the proposed BNFs (i.e., unsupervised BNFs)
are extracted without any additional resources. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, two corpora are
adopted for evaluation in our study, which includes a Chinese
dialects dataset and the Pan-Arabic corpus.
This paper is organized as follows: Sec. 2 describes the traditional BNF extraction approach and the proposed BNF based
on unsupervised phonetic label estimation. More information
about system set-up and a brief description on the evaluation
corpora are in Sec. 3. Sec. 4 illustrates the effectiveness of
the proposed method through a performance analysis. Finally,
conclusions are summarized in Sec. 5.

Recently, bottleneck features (BNF) with an i-Vector strategy
has been used for state-of-the-art language/dialect identification. However, traditional bottleneck extraction requires an additional transcribed corpus which is used for acoustic modeling.
Alternatively, an unsupervised BNF extraction diagram is proposed in our study, which is derived from the traditional structure but trained with an estimated phonetic label. The proposed
method is evaluated on a 4-way Chinese dialect dataset and a
5-way closely spaced Pan-Arabic corpus. Compared to a baseline i-Vector system based on acoustic features MFCCs, the
proposed unsupervised BNF consistently achieves better performance across two corpora. Specifically, the EER and overall performance Cavg ∗ 100 are improved by a relative +48%
and +52%, respectively. Even under the condition with limited
training data, the proposed feature still achieves up to 24% relative improvement compared to baseline, all without the need of
a secondary transcribed corpus.
Index Terms: Language/Dialect recognition, unsupervised
learning, bottleneck feature, phonetic label estimation.

1. Introduction
In recent decades, a number of novel techniques have
been proposed with success for language/dialect identification
(LID/DID) [1, 2] or speaker identification (SID) [3, 4, 5]. In
particular, i-Vector is the state-of-the-art latent feature extraction method which can be applied on other speech identification
tasks [6]. Along with deep neural networks (DNN) introduced
into automatic speech recognition, a phonetic-aware DNN has
been proposed for LID [7, 8]. Instead of Gaussian mixture
model (GMM) posterior probabilities, the output posteriors of
DNN senones are used for i-Vector extraction. At the front-end
level, a variety of robust feature extraction strategies have been
explored [9], addressing different types of channel mismatch
or background noise. Subsequently, bottleneck features (BNF)
[10] are proposed for LID/SID as an alternative feature which
contains both acoustic and phonetic information. Specifically,
BNFs with i-Vector strategy are start-of-the-art which have also
been demonstrated on changeling data (i.e., NIST Language
recognition evaluation (LRE) 2015) by the top 10 participants
[11, 12]. Recently, stacked BNF [10] and multi-lingual BNF
[13] are proposed for better acoustic modeling.
However, an additional transcribed corpus is required for
traditional BNF extraction, since it is based on a well trained
DNN based senone recognition system [14] with a bottleneck
layer. The transcribed corpora contain limited phonetic information, since usually only English corpus are utilized for acous-

2. Bottleneck feature
2.1. Traditional bottleneck feature
Traditional BNFs are derived from DNN based ASR acoustic
modeling with a bottleneck layer. In state-of-the-art ASR systems, each utterance is represented by a sequence of senones
(i.e., the tied-triphone states) which are introduced for acoustic
modeling. Since only word level transcription is usually provided, obtaining senone alignment is the first and fundamental step. Specifically, a Hidden Markov Model (HMM)/GMM
ASR model are employed for forced alignment before subsequent DNN training. A monophone model is trained for acoustic modeling that does not include any contextual information
about the preceding or following phone. Based on that, triphone models are created that represent a phoneme variant in
the context of two other (left and right) phonemes. Since not all
triphones occur in the training data with sufficient statistics, a
phonetic decision tree with a maximum likelihood algorithm is
used for generating feasible senone set[15]. In addition, a decision tree is also produced for construction of systems which
have unseen triphones. Therefore, senone model training includes additional arguments for the number of HMM states on
the decision tree and the number of Gaussians based on heuristics. Once the senone set is defined, a Viterbi decoding is em-
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Figure 1: Traditional bottleneck extraction diagram.(N=8973
for switchboard corpus)

Figure 2: Unsupervised phonetic label based bottleneck
diagram.(N =1024 in our study)

ployed to align audio data into the corresponding senones. Usually, the parameters of the acoustic model are estimated in the
acoustic training steps which can be better optimized by cycling
through training and alignment phases.
In recent systems, a DNN is used to estimate the senone
posteriors based on acoustic features. Instead of MFCCs, the
input acoustic feature is a 40 dimensional filter bank feature.
The performance of acoustic modeling is still comparable if replacing one of the hidden layers with a bottleneck layer. Instead of the output layer, traditional BNFs are extracted from
the middle bottleneck layer. Figure 1 represents a flow diagram
for training a DNN for extracting bottleneck. There are 5 hidden layers (1024-1024-1024-42-1024) between the input layer
(e.g., 11 frame concatenated acoustic features) and output layers (e.g., aligned senones label). The bottleneck layer is set to
be the second last layer according to previous work [16], which
shows that it contains more discriminative language information
compared with other layers.

Table 1: Chinese dialect
Train (Hrs)
Test (Hrs)
Avg. Dur.

CMN
6.3
2.2

HSN
8.9
2.9

WU
5.1
1.7
10 sec

YU
7.7
2.6

Total
28
9.4

stead of forced aligned senone labels, the GMM mixture number is assumed to represent phonetic information. The diagram
is shown in Figure 2. Firstly, a universal background model
(UBM) is trained with all enrollment data based on MFCCs
with Shifted Delta Cepstral (SDC) features. Specifically, the
universal phonetic space is modelled with N Gaussian mixture
components (i.e., N =1024 in our study). Subsequently, frame
level phonetic label is estimated according to posterior probability. There are only 4 hidden layers (1024-1024-40-1024)
between the input and output layers, because the size of LID
corpus in our study is smaller than Switchboard (e.g., 28 hours
vs. 250 hours)

2.2. Bottleneck feature based on unsupervised phonetic label

3. System set-up and corpora

Traditional BNFs have become popular as an alternative to
MFCCs for speech tasks such as ASR, SID and LID, since they
contain both acoustic and phonetic information. However, there
are two potential negative impacts. Firstly, limited (e.g., English) phonetic information is considered for forced alignment
during the training phase. Since there are more than one language in a regular LID task, unitary phonetic alignment is less
accurate. Secondly, the additional corpus used for DNN training may cause more challenges, because of mismatch acoustics
characteristics (i.e., the channel information, background noise,
speech format, etc.). Our previous study shows that for the LID
task on large-scale challenge corpus LRE15, bottleneck based
on Switchboard improved overall system performance by a relative 10%. However, if AMI meeting corpus is used for acoustic model training and bottleneck extraction, the performance is
even worse than classic MFCCs, conforming the sensitivity of
this solution to acoustic mismatch.
Therefore, an unsupervised phonetic label based BNF is
proposed in our study. The basic concept is similar to traditional BNF, but without extra an transcribed English corpus. In-

This section focuses on details concerning system development
and the corpus used for evaluation. In the baseline system, 13
dimensional static acoustic MFCC features are extracted using
a 25 ms analysis window with 10 ms shift. SDC features are
added afterwards. In addition, voice activity detection is applied based on log mel energy. A UBM with 256 mixtures
is trained on the given enrollment data, since more mixtures
does not bring significant benifit on our corpora. Specifically,
KALDI toolkit [17] is adopted for both acoustic feature extraction and UBM training which uses 20 iterations per mixture
split. Based on the UBM, a total variability (TV) matrix is
trained with same enrollment data. Finally, 600 dimensional
i-Vectors are extracted for each utterance. In terms of proposed
system diagram, it is similar to baseline, since the proposed feature is extracted at the frame level. Instead of MFCCs, unsupervised BNFs are utilized for UBM training and i-Vector extraction.
The corpora utilized for evaluation in this study consists
of a Chinese dialect dataset [18] and the Pan-Arabic corpus.
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Figure 3: Baseline system: i-vector distribution visualization
(t-SNE iter=200).

Figure 4: Unsupervised bottleneck feature based system: ivector distribution visualization (t-SNE iter=200).

The Chinese corpus consists of four Chinese dialects (sublanguages): Mandarin (CMN), Cantonese (YU), Xiang (HSN),
and Wu (WU). All data in this corpus is based on spontaneous
conversational noise-free speech, without duration mismatch
between training and test data. More detailed information about
training and test data is shown in Table 1. In addition, the condition with limited training data is also considered in our study
(i.e., swap the training and test dataset). Generally speaking,
acoustic similarity among the target Chinese dialects is lower
than that among regular dialects. For example, Mandarin speakers cannot understand Cantonese unless they are dedicated to
learning this dialect. The Pan-Arabic corpus consists of Arabic dialect data from five different regions, including United
Arab Emirates (AE), Egypt (EGY), Iraq (IRQ), Palestine (PS),
and Syria (SY). Each dialect set captures conversations of 100
speakers (gender balanced). To be consistent with the Chinese
corpus statistics, around 7 hours and 2 hours data per Arabic
dialect are random selected from the original corpus to make up
training and test set, respectively. Our previous study [2] shows
that Pan-Arabic is more challenging than Chinese because of
linguistic similarity. With respect to consistent DID system
evaluation, both corpora were collected in the countries/regions
with the exact same recording system/equipment. A previous
study by Boril and Hansen [19] ”Is the secret in the silence?”
showed that consistent recording conditions are needed for DID
task.

average cost function (Cavg ) [20] is employed.
4.1. Feature visualization
To better visualize the impact of the proposed bottleneck with
unsupervised phonetic label, t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor
Embedding (t-SNE)[21] is adopted. It is a technique for dimensionality reduction that is particularly well suited for the visualization of high-dimensional datasets. The visualized features
are 600 dimensional i-Vectors which are extracted based on either acoustic feature MFCCs or proposed BNFs, since it is the
finalized input feature to Gaussian classifier back-end. Here, tSNE is set up with 200 iterations for both experiments. Fig. 3
shows the distribution of i-Vector from the baseline system. It
can be noted that the four dialects are basically separated, but
there are some overlap between dialect Wu and Hsn, which are
very hard to be distinguished perfectly. In contrast, Fig. 4 shows
the i-Vector based on the proposed BNF. There is now a clear
boundary between each pair of dialects. Notably, the proposed
feature is more discriminative than the acoustic feature MFCCs.
4.2. Performance analysis across corpora
In this section, the proposed BNF are evaluated on both Chinese
and Pan-Arabic corpora. The consistent performance improvement demonstrates the effectiveness of proposed feature. Table
2 shows the evaluation results from three aspects.
For Chinese DID, the EER drops from 2.3 to 1.3 with a
relative +48% improvement with the proposed BNF. More details about evaluation comparison in terms of detection error
tradeoff (DET) curve are showed in Fig. 5 (i.e., Chinese DID
under normal condition: Train with 28 h and test with 9.4 h ).
Meanwhile, The overall performance Cavg ∗ 100 is deceased
from 2.7 to 1.3 with a relative +52% improvement, and the average accuracy is increased from 95.5% to 97.8%. In addition,
the traditional BFN based on Switchboard is also evaluated on
Chinese corpus. It achieves a better performance with around
99% accuracy, since much more resources are used for acoustic
modeling.

4. Result and analysis
This section focuses on analysis of LID/DID system performance with the proposed unsupervised learning methods. To
evaluate experiments in terms of different perspectives, three
types of measurement criteria were adopted. The first is averaged accuracy across classes. To better analyze binary classification performance for each language, a DET curve and EER
are employed to illustrate more details concerning false alarms
and missing rates. In addition, an evaluation of the overall classification performance using the standard NIST LRE criterion
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Table 2: Unsupervised BNF impact (in %).
Chinese

Baseline
Proposed BNF
Baseline
Proposed BNF

Pan
-Arabic

EER
2.3
1.3
12.9
9.2

Cavg
2.7
1.3
16.2
12.8

Table 3: Limited training on Chinese DID (in %; Limited training condition: Train with 9.4 h and test with 28 h)
Accuracy
95.5
97.8
72.0
81.3

Baseline
proposed BNF

EER
4.2
3.6

Cavg
5.4
4.1

Accuracy
91.0
93.1

30
Baseline −− Normal (EER: 2.25)
Proposed −− Normal (EER: 1.28)
Baseline −− Limited training (EER: 4.20)
Proposed −− Limited training (EER: 3.59)
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Figure 6: Noise robustness analysis on Chinese (EER %).
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Figure 5: Chinese LID DET curve with EER.( Normal condition: Train with 28 h and test with 9.4 h; Limited training condition: Train with 9.4 h and test with 28 h)

The unsupervised BNF have already been shown to be effective on clean data on two corpora. However, noisy conditions
are a challenge in real scenarios. To simulate noisy speech signals, speech-shape noise (SSN) is employed in our study whose
long-term average spectrum is similar to that of speech. In order
to evaluate the robustness of our proposed methods under controlled noisy conditions, the performance with different speechto-noise-ratios (SNR) is evaluated on Chinese DID and illustrated in Fig. 6. It can be noted that the propose BNF outperforms the baseline MFCCs on noisy speech with 10dB to 20dB
SNR. In particular, it achieves a relative +27% improvement
compared to baseline at the 10dB SNR. However, the proposed
BNF does not bring any improvement on severely noisy condition, such as 0dB to 5dB.

Meanwhile, it can be noted that the Pan-Arabic DID performance is worse than Chinese overall, since closely space Arabic
DID is more challenging than Chinese. Similar to Chinese, the
proposed BNF solution achieves a 9.2% EER with a relative
+29% improvement and the overall performance Cavg ∗ 100 is
deceased from 16.2 to 12.8 with a relative +21% improvement.
Therefore, the proposed BNF is effective across DID corpora.
4.3. Performance with limited training data
Without loss of generality, evaluation with limited training data
is also considered in our study. For simplicity, only Chinese
corpus are adopted for evaluation. The new training data contains 9.4 hours speech which is the original test data, and the
new test data is the original training data which is around 27
hours. According to Table 3 and Fig. 5, it can be noted that the
proposed feature continues to outperform the baseline system.
Specifically, EER drops from 4.2 to 3.6 with a relative +15%
improvement and overall performance Cavg ∗ 100 is deceased
from 5.4 to 4.1 with a relative 24% improvement. Meanwhile,
the average accuracy is increased from 91.0% to 93.1%.
It can be seen that improvement based on sufficient training is more notable than that with limited training data. Since
a well trained senone DNN usually requires hundreds or thousands hours of training data, limited training data (i.e., 9.4 hours
in total) definitely impacts the acoustic modeling with phonetic
alignment. However, proposed unsupervised bottleneck still
shows the benefits in system performance even with very limited training data.

5. Conclusion
Bottleneck features (BNF) with i-Vector strategy has been
widely used for language/dialect identification (LID/DID).
Since traditional bottleneck extraction requires an additional
transcribed corpus, an unsupervised BNF extraction diagram
was proposed in this study. The proposed method was evaluated
on a 4-way Chinese dialect dataset and a 5-way Pan-Arabic corpus. Compared to a baseline i-Vector with MFCC feature system, the proposed feature achieves sustained performance gain
across corpora. Specifically for Chinese DID, the EER drops
from 2.3 to 1.3 with a relative +48% improvement and the overall performance Cavg ∗ 100 is deceased from 2.7 to 1.3 with a
relative +52% improvement. Even under the condition with limited training data, the EER and overall performance Cavg ∗ 100
are still improved by relatively +15% and +24%, respectively.
In addition, the proposed feature are demonstrated effective under noisy condition.
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